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A55 Dwygyfylchi removal of roundabout.

Firstly I must raise the objection that I was not able to access the on line Q & A you had. I’m not sure why
but it does raise the question about discussion that has not been thought out at all, how many in the
village are not on internet and haven’t a clue what is going on. And now to find that all objections have to
be in by Sunday May 9th is hardly democratic! Public engagement beggars belief!
I have questions.
Firstly what is it that runs along the length of the embankment opposite the Gladstone area, I was told on
one of the meetings, my fields would be bordered by a 5’ wall, this looks like a fence?
I am also surprised that there is no thought of wild flowers along the bank bordering the A 55. Wild
flowers form a wonderful nature corridor and alleviate the need for constant strimming.
Something I considered extremely dangerous and not well thought out at all is the danger to all crossing
from the houses to go over the bridge to the cycle track or beach. It will not suffice to have a 40 mph and a
crossing as traffic coming west bound approach via a bend in the road, so poor visibility. This would be
dangerous to prams and push chairs as well as Motability scooters and bikes. An accident there is
inevitable.
It is impossible to see the development plans for Glan yr Afon Road on this video, but it looks as if you are
planning to widen the road and thus bringing traffic to a bottle neck at the bridge area over The Gyrach
and towards Bluan Goch property which has permission for more houses to be built! Traffic calming will
have no effect and someone has already been killed in that area. Your plans will make a difficult road even
worse.
The reduction of the local football field is appalling and the fact is that you cannot maintain the
current size despite all your claims.
The impact on village roads will be very significant , there are flooding issues that need resolving on
Ysguborwen road and indeed the Conwy Old Road. There will be increased traffic on these roads and Cae
Cyd road. How do you intend to compensate villagers?
I would have appreciated more time to go through the entire project but I have highlighted what I believe
to be appalling planning.
Yours Sincerely
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